Full Terms and Conditions
Coastline Credit Union Marketing Giveaway!
General
1. The Promoter is Coastline Credit Union (ABN 88 087 649 910) of 64 Elbow Street, West
Kempsey NSW 2440. Telephone number 1300 361 066.
2. Information on how to enter and prizes form part of the terms of entry. Entry into the
competition is deemed acceptance of these terms and conditions.
3. If there is any inconsistency between these Terms and Conditions and anything else that
refers to this competition, these Terms and Conditions will prevail.

Who can enter
4. Entry is open to all Australian Residents over the age of 18 except employees and immediate
families of the Promoter and their associated companies and agencies. Immediate family includes
the following: spouse, ex-spouse, defacto spouse, child or step child (whether natural or by
adoption), parent, step parent, grandparent, step grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother,
sister, step brother, step sister or first cousin.
5. Entrants must be 18 years of age or older as at the date of entry in order to be eligible to
enter the competition.
6. The Promoter reserves the right to request winners to provide proof of identity, proof of
residency at the nominated prize delivery address and/or proof of entry validity or proof of
registration ownership in order to claim a prize. Proof of identification, residency and entry
considered suitable for verification is at the discretion of the Promoter. In the event that a winner
cannot provide suitable proof, the winner will forfeit the prize in whole and no substitute will be
oﬀered.
7. To be eligible to win the prize, the entrant must currently be or become a business member
of Coastline Credit Union before the completion of the competition.

When to enter
8. The initial competition commences at 9am, 16st August 2021 and runs until 11.59pm, 31st
August 2021. Entries must be received by the Promoter prior to the individual competition close
dates and times.
9. The time of entry will in each case be the time the online entry is received by the Promoter’s
database, not at the time of transmission by the entrant.
10. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any late, lost or misdirected entries due to
technical disruptions, network congestion or for any other reason.

How to enter
11. Entrants may enter the competition by completing the competition entry form on the
promoter’s website www.coastline.com.au or via the promoter’s Facebook post. Tell us in 50
words or less why your business deserves this marketing package?
12. Entrants are required to take full responsibility for the content of their entry and for ensuring
that their entry complies with these Terms and Conditions. For the purposes of these content

requirements, “entry content” includes any content (including text) that entrants submit in
connection with their entry into the Promotion.
13. Any entry that is made on behalf of an entrant by a third party will be invalid, unless the
entrant requires the assistance of a third party to enter due to a disability.
14. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify any entrant who tampers with the entry process,
who submits an entry that is not in accordance with these Terms & Conditions of Entry or who
has, in the opinion of Promoter, engaged in conduct in entering the Promotion which is fraudulent,
misleading, deceptive or generally damaging to the goodwill or reputation of the Promotion
and/or Promoter. This includes, but not limited, to entrants and households using multiple email
addresses.

Number of entries permitted
15. Only one entry per entrant will be permitted in each individual competition draw.

Draw and Notification of winner
16. The three (3) winners of each valley will be decided by Coastline Credit Union’s Creative
Strategies team.
17. The Promoter’s decision is final and the Promoter will not enter into correspondence
regarding the competition result or any other decisions the Promoter makes in connection with
the Promotion.
18. The winner will be notified by phone and email within 24 hours of the draw.
19. The prize will be awarded to the person named in the entry. However, in a dispute, will be
awarded to the account holder of the entry mechanism used to submit their entry (i.e. Internet
Service Provider account holder).
20. Should an entrant’s contact details change during the promotional period, it is the entrant’s
responsibility to notify the Promoter. A request to access or modify any information provided in an
entry should be directed to the Promoter.

Prize on oﬀer
21. Total individual prizes (9) are up to the value of $2,500 (including GST). With the major
prizes (3) valued at an additional $500 each.
22. The winners (9) of each valley must be available for video production and photography
during the following dates; production will take place on one of these dates 6th September –
10th September 2021.
23. The prize cannot be transferred, exchanged, or redeemed for cash.
24. It is a condition of accepting the prize that the winner must comply with all the conditions of
use of the prize and the prize supplier’s requirements. It is the responsibility of the winner to
confirm such conditions with the prize supplier or other relevant third parties.
25. It is a condition of accepting the prize that the winner may be required to sign a legal release
in a form determined by the Promoter in its absolute discretion.
26. All entrants agree that if they win the prize, they will not, and their companions will not, sell or
otherwise provide their story and/or photographs to any media or other organisation, including the
internet. Photographs will be allowed only at the discretion of the Promoter.
27. Subject to complying with all relevant State and Territory legislation, the Promoter reserves
the right to amend, cancel or suspend this competition if an event beyond the control of the
Promoter corrupts or aﬀect the administration security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of the

competition. The Promoter will disqualify any individual who has tampered with the entry process
or any other aspect of this competition.
28. The Promoter and their associated agencies and companies assume no responsibility for any
error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, communications
line failure, theft or destruction or unauthorised access to, or alteration of entries, and reserves the
right to take any action that may be available.
29. If for any reason this competition is not capable of running as planned, including due to
infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures
or any causes beyond the control of the Promoter, which corrupt or aﬀect the administration,
security, fairness or integrity or proper conduct of this promotion, the Promoter reserves the right
in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who tampers with the entry process, take any
action that may be available, and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the competition,
subject to any direction given under State Regulation.
30. The Promoter reserves the right to redraw the prize if an entrant who claims to be a prize
winner is unable to satisfy these terms and conditions.

Copyright, Statutory guarantees, Waiver and liability
31. In consideration for the Promoter awarding the prize to the winner, the winner hereby permits
the winner’s submission, image and/or voice, as recorded, photographed or filmed during the
winner’s participation in the prize to appear in the advertising or marketing thereof, in any media
whatsoever throughout the world and the winner will not be entitled to any fee for such use.
32. The Promoter reserves the right in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who the
Promoter has reason to believe has breached any of these conditions, or engaged in any unlawful
or other improper misconduct calculated to jeopardise the fair and proper conduct of the
promotion. The Promoter’s legal rights to recover damages or other compensation from such an
oﬀender are reserved.
33. All entries become the property of the Promoter. The Promoter collects personal information
about you for the purposes of conducting this promotion. Any disclosure of such information will
be made as required by law and in accordance with these terms and conditions, but no further use
of this information will be made without prior consent.
34. All entries become the property of The Promoter. All entries will be entered into a database
and The Promoter may use the entrant’s names and email address for future promotional,
marketing and publicity purposes in any media worldwide without notice and without any fee
being paid unless otherwise advised by the entrant. By entering this competition, entrants confirm
that they allow their details to be used for this purpose. If entrants no longer consent to their details
being used for future marketing purposes, the entrant should contact The Promoter on their details
set out below. Any request to update, modify or delete the entrant’s details should be directed to
The Promoter.
35. The Promoter collects information about you, including for example your name and email
address which you provide when entering the competition. We collect and use that information to
provide you with our goods and services and to promote and improve our goods and services.
We may share your information with our related companies and any of us may be in contact for
those purposes. We may also use your information as described when we collect information from
you. If you do not provide us with requested information, we may not be able to provide you with
the goods and services you require. We may disclose your information to our related companies,
service and content providers.

